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Abstract: The purpose of the present research endeavor is to propose a novel control strategy for a
DC-DC electrical converter realized as a switched circuit. The present endeavor is based on an early
work by Leonard and Krishnaprasad where a prototypical DC-DC converter was modeled as a state
space dynamical system and controlled by an open-loop strategy based on Lie group theory. In this
work, we shall rather introduce a closed-loop control strategy based on maximum convergence rate,
study some features of the novel method, and illustrate its behavior by numerical simulations. A
numerical comparison of the two methods complements the paper. The numerical comparison shows
how the proposed feedback control method outperforms the static one in terms of convergence rate
and resiliency against parameters mismatch.

Keywords: DC-DC electrical converter; open-loop control; feedback control; switched electrical network

1. Introduction

Switched electrical networks are systems that consist of interconnected subsystems or
components that can be controlled or switched on and off. Switched systems appear in a
wide range of applications, including power systems, telecommunications, and transporta-
tion systems [1]. In power systems, for example, switched networks can be used to model
the operation of power generators, transmission lines, and loads. In telecommunications,
switched networks are used to model the routing of data packets through a network of
routers and switches. In transportation systems, switched networks can be used to model
the operation of traffic lights and other control systems. Further applications are found in
mechanical engineering and computer science [2], as well as other areas such as robotics,
biomedical engineering, and environmental engineering.

A prominent instance of a switched system is a DC-voltage to DC-voltage (DC-DC)
converter. DC-DC converters turn out to be essential components in a wide range of
electronic systems, and they play a crucial role in converting sourced DC voltages to desired
levels that suit the needs of different devices. There exist several different types of DC-DC
converters, each with their own advantages and disadvantages, and the appropriate type
depends on the specific application requirements. High-frequency DC-DC converters offer
the advantage of smaller and lighter components but also present additional challenges,
which can be addressed through different constructive topologies and control techniques.
Modeling and analyzing DC-DC converters are of prime importance for understanding
their behavior and predicting their performance.

There exist several methods for analyzing and synthesizing switched systems, in-
cluding traditional methods such as Lyapunov stability analysis and modern methods
such as hybrid system theory and nonlinear system theory [3]. Stability analysis is an
important aspect of switched systems, as it determines whether a system is able to maintain
its equilibrium or desired behavior over time. Control design is another important aspect
of switched systems, as it involves the design of controllers or algorithms that can be used
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to steer the system towards a desired behavior. Switched systems with delays are also of
particular interest, as some real-world systems exhibit non-negligible delays due to the
inherent limitations of physical components or communication networks [4].

In the present paper, we shall take as a case study the prototypical model of a switched
DC-DC converter studied in [5] and briefly revise its mathematical description as a first-
order dynamical system (in three variables). In the first place, we shall revise some salient
features of this electrical scheme that, being lossless, admits an invariant that shapes its
state space to be a curved manifold. A lossless converter is one that presents no energy
dissipation or, equivalently, a unitary conversion rate and represents henceforth an ideal
system. Electrical energy conservation is an instance of symmetry, since state transition in
such systems is modeled through mathematical operators that leave a quadratic form of
the system’s state unvaried.

We shall subsequently point out that the open-loop control strategy proposed in [5]
is characterized by some advantages and some drawbacks that we propose to mitigate
through a closed-loop control strategy that is much simpler to implement yet provides
comparable performances. The design and implementation of the control algorithm makes
explicit reference to manifold theory, a branch of mathematical analysis that, in the context
of non-linear control, allows for dealing seamlessly with curved state spaces.

The present paper is organized as follows. Section 2 recalls the prototypical DC-
DC converter examined by Leonard and Krishnaprasad in [5] along with its state space
mathematical model and emphasizes some of its salient mathematical features. Section 3
summarizes a number of technical aspects related to the design of DC-DC converters.
Section 4 reviews the Lie group-based control strategy deployed in [5] along with its salient
features and drawbacks. Section 5 introduces a closed-loop control strategy to transfer the
energy content from the input side of the converter to the output side based on maximum
convergence rate. Section 6 illustrates the behavior of the introduced control strategy by
a number of numerical tests, as well as a comparison of the introduced strategy with the
original Leonard–Krishnaprasad method. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Electrical and Mathematical Model of a Prototypical DC-DC Converter

The present section summarizes the main features of DC-DC converters and illustrates
the mathematical model of a prototypical converter.

2.1. Generality of DC-DC Converters

DC-DC converters are electronic circuits that convert direct current (DC) from one
voltage level to another and constitute a viable counterpart to electrical transformers
that may only be used in alternate current (AC) circuits. DC-DC converters are widely
employed in a variety of applications, including power supplies for electronic devices,
electric vehicles, and renewable energy systems [6–9]. There exist several types of DC-DC
converters, including buck converters, boost converters, buck–boost converters, and Ćuk
converters. Each type has its own advantages and disadvantages, and the appropriate type
for a given application depends on the specific requirements and constraints.

Buck converters are used to step down the input voltage to a lower output voltage.
They operate by switching the input voltage at a high frequency and using inductors and
capacitors to filter the voltage ripple. The output voltage can be controlled by adjusting the
duty cycle of the switching signal. Boost converters, on the other hand, are used to step up
the input voltage to a higher output voltage.

Buck–boost converters can operate in either a buck mode or a boost mode, depending
on the input and output voltage levels. They are often used in applications where the input
voltage may be either higher or lower than the desired output voltage. Also, Ćuk converters
are a hybrid of the buck and boost converters, and they can achieve a high conversion ratio,
although their topology is generally more complex; a non-isolated Ćuk converter comprises
two inductors, two capacitors, a switch and a diode. They are often used in high-power
applications where a high conversion ratio is required. High-frequency DC-DC converters
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are those that operate at switching frequencies above a few hundred kilo-Hertz. They
have the advantage of smaller and lighter components, but they also present the challenge
of higher losses and electromagnetic interference (EMI) issues. Various topologies and
control techniques have been developed to address these challenges and to enable the use
of high-frequency DC-DC converters in a wide range of applications.

Modeling and analysis techniques for DC-DC converters are important for understand-
ing their behavior and predicting their performance. Small-signal modeling and modal
analysis are widely used approaches for this purpose. These methods involve linearizing
the converter equations around the operating point and analyzing the resulting linear
system to determine the dynamic response of the converter.

2.2. A Prototypical Converter Model and Its State Space Description

Direct current converters have been realized in various electrical configurations [10–12],
which invariably contain an energy source (typically an electrical capacitor), an energy
buffer (typically a capacitor), an energy-bridging element (typically an electrical inductor),
and a switch that realizes a variable topology structure. Electronic switches in power
applications are realized as (groups of) thyristors (for a review of high-power thyristors in
power electronics applications, see, e.g., [13,14]), while MOSFET is the typical device in
low-power applications.

As a prototypical model of a switched DC-DC converter, we adopted the circuital
scheme studied in [5], as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Prototypical circuital scheme of a DC-DC converter adapted from [5], where C1 ą 0, C2 ą 0,
and L3 ą 0.

At the beginning of the energy transfer cycle, the capacitor C1 is charged at a voltage
V1p0q, which constitutes the input to the converter, and the inductor current intensity
I3p0q “ 0, while the capacitor C2 contains no charges; hence, V2p0q “ 0. The control
problem consists in transferring the electrical energy initially stored in C1 to C2, through
the inductor L3, by an appropriate sequence of commutations of the switch. In fact, the
inductor serves as a temporary energy storage at every commutation.

By network analysis, it is found that the state space representation of the converter in
Figure 1 is given by the following set of three differential equations:
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C1
dV1

dt
“ p1´ uqI3,

C2
dV2

dt
“ u I3,

L3
dI3

dt
“ ´p1´ uqV1 ´ u V2,

(1)

where the variable u P t0, 1u constitutes the control input to the system and t P r0, tfs,
where tf ą 0 denotes the total duration of a conversion cycle, namely, the total time
allotted to the converter to transfer energy from the input capacitor to storage capacitor
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and, with reference to Figure 1, an input value u “ 1 means that the switch is in the
right-hand position.

Notice that the circuit in Figure 1 is devoid of dissipative elements, which corresponds
to considering ideal (lossless) components. In addition, the energy buffer capacitor C2 is
not connected to any load. In the considered idealized model drawn from [5], the capacitor
C1 is substantially discharged into the capacitor C2 by using an inductor as a temporary
energy storage element and a switch to connect these three elements so that the energy
transfer takes place. In normal operations, an electrical load might be a low-power DC
motor [15] or a low-power AC motor connected to the DC supply through an inverter [10].

In the present idealized context, the energy content of the circuit stays unvaried over
time, as shown in the following result.

Theorem 1 (Energy conservation in the idealized DC-DC converter). The total instantaneous
electrical energy content of the circuit in Figure 1 is conserved over time (irrespective of the
control input).

Proof. The total instantaneous electrical energy content of the circuit in Figure 1 is de-
fined as

EpV1, V2, I3q :“ 1
2 C1V2

1 `
1
2 C2V2

2 `
1
2 L3 I2

3 . (2)

It can be immediately verified that

dEpV1, V2, I3q

dt
“ p1´ uqV1 I3 ` u V2 I3 ´ p1´ uqI3V1 ´ u I3V2 “ 0, @t P r0, tfs. (3)

Therefore, the energy content is conserved over time.

The above theorem illustrates the existence of a symmetry in the system representing
a lossless DC-DC energy converter.

At the end of the control cycle, whose duration is denoted as tf, it is expected that
V1ptfq “ 0 and I3ptfq “ 0. Since the circuit is lossless, the following energy conservation
property holds:

1
2 C1V2

1 p0q “
1
2 C2V2

2 ptfq. (4)

Therefore, the output voltage of the converter will be

V2ptfq “ ˘

d

C1

C2
V1p0q. (5)

We therefore see that the circuital model under analysis may realize a buck–boost
converter depending on the ratio C1{C2 between the capacitance values.

Since the electrical circuit is lossless, the state space of the circuit is not the entire flat
space R3 but a curved space. To make such a conclusion more evident, it is convenient to
introduce the new state variables

xp1q :“
a

C1V1, xp2q :“
a

C2V2, xp3q :“
a

L3 I3 (6)

as well as the state vector x :“
´

xp1q xp2q xp3q
¯J

. Notice that the states xp1q and xp2q

are measured in VF1{2, while the state xp3q is measured in AH1{2. (V is the International
System unit for Volt, F for Farad, and H for Henry.) The mathematical model (1) may then
be recast as

9xptq “ pA` Buptqqxptq, xp0q “
`?

2E0 0 0
˘J, (7)
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where E0 ą 0 denotes the energy content of the source (in joules) and, following [5], we
have defined the constant matrices

A :“

¨

˝

0 0 ω1
0 0 0
´ω1 0 0

˛

‚, B :“

¨

˝

0 0 ´ω1
0 0 ω2

ω1 ´ω2 0

˛

‚ (8)

with ω1 :“ 1{
?

C1L3 and ω2 :“ 1{
?

C2L3. In terms of the new state variable vector, the
conservation of energy reads

Epxp1q, xp2q, xp3qq “ 1
2 xJx “ E0, (9)

which makes it apparent how the state space of the converter, in the normalized variables,
is a three-dimensional sphere of radius

?
2E0.

From a dynamical system perspective, energy conservation stems from the algebraic
structure of the system (7), in which it can be immediately recognized that both matrices A
and B are skew-symmetric, namely AJ “ ´A and BJ “ ´B. As a consequence, it holds
that 9E “ xJ 9x “ xJAx` pxJBxqu “ 0, irrespective of the values taken by the control input.
In other terms, as the state x evolves, the point of coordinates x traces a curve laying on a
spherical shell described by the equation xJx “ 2E0. In manifold calculus, such a surface
is denoted as

?
2E0S2, which represents a 3D sphere of radius

?
2E0.

Generalizing from [5], we fix the target state to be x̄ptfq “
`

0 ´
?

2E0 0
˘J. The

objective of control design is to steer the state of the system from the initial state xp0q to the
desired final state x̄ptfq under the constraint imposed by the dynamics (7), which, as we
have just emphasized, hides a further constraint on the shape of the state space.

3. Technological Aspects of DC-DC Converters

In DC-DC converter modeling and design, there exist several key concerns related to
performance and reliability, including noise levels, switching losses, component stress, and
output voltage ripple. Here is a general overview of each of these concerns:

1. Noise level:
DC-DC converters often involve rapid switching of currents and voltages, leading to
electromagnetic interference. Electromagnetic interference can affect nearby electronic
devices and may pose regulatory compliance challenges. Effective measures, such
as shielding and filtering, are employed to mitigate EMI concerns [16]. In certain
applications, the switching frequency or other factors can produce audible noise,
which is undesirable. Design considerations include component and operational
parameter selection to minimize audible noise.

2. Switching losses:
DC-DC converters experience losses during state transitions, such as switching be-
tween on/off states of thyristors. Such losses result in heat generation and reduced
efficiency. Design optimization aims to minimize switching losses through careful
component selection and control strategies [17,18].

3. Component stress:
Voltage and Current Stress: Components within DC-DC converters, such as diodes,
capacitors, and inductors, endure high voltage and current stresses during operation.
Component selection is crucial to ensure reliability by matching voltage and current
ratings [19].
Thermal stress: Elevated temperatures may arise due to high switching frequencies and
load conditions in DC-DC converters. Effective thermal management techniques, heat
sinks, and component selection are employed to manage thermal stress and prevent
component failure [20].

4. Output voltage ripple:
DC-DC converters are designed to provide a stable output voltage. However, due
to switching and control dynamics, output voltage ripples may occur. Minimizing
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output voltage ripple is crucial, especially in applications demanding precise volt-
age regulation [21]. There exist several strategies to mitigate output voltage ripple.
The output voltage ripple is the ripple occurring across the capacitor C2 and may
be reduced, for a buck–boost converter, by an appropriate choice of the capacity C2,
considering the switching rate and the rated output power. Output voltage ripple
might be reduced through the application of output filters, such as inductors and ca-
pacitors, which serve to smooth the output voltage and enhance regulation. However,
additional filters increase cost, size, and circuit complexity and are not a preferred
choice in practice.

5. Overshoot and undershoot:
Overshoot refers to a temporary increase in the output voltage or current above
the desired steady-state value when there is a sudden increase in load or input
voltage. Rapid load increases lead the converter to momentarily produce a higher
output voltage to meet the higher demand [22]. Sudden changes in input voltage,
like voltage spikes or rapid increases, can also induce overshoot as the converter
adjusts. Overshoot can potentially exceed component or load limits, causing damage
or instability and may affect the performance of devices powered by the converter,
particularly in sensitive applications.
Undershoot refers to a temporary decrease in the output voltage or current below the
desired steady-state value when there is a sudden decrease in load or input voltage. A
sudden reduction in load leads to undershoot as the converter momentarily produces a
lower output voltage. Rapid changes in input voltage, especially when the control loop
reacts slowly, can also result in undershoot [23]. Undershoot can lead to temporary
power loss or a voltage drop, potentially disrupting connected devices or systems.
In applications sensitive to voltage fluctuations, undershoot can cause data loss or
system instability.
To manage overshoot and undershoot in DC-DC converters, practitioners employ var-
ious strategies. Proper design and tuning of the control loop are critical for responding
optimally to load or input changes while minimizing transient deviations, selection
of components with appropriate voltage and current ratings helps avoid component
stress and enhance converter performance, implementation of input voltage surge
protection mechanisms can reduce the impact of rapid input voltage changes, and
voltage and current regulation feedback loops help to maintain stable output values
and minimize overshoot and undershoot. In practice, the specific behavior of over-
shoot and undershoot depends on factors like the converter topology, control strategy,
load conditions, and input voltage characteristics. Practitioners aim to strike a balance
between achieving a fast response to load or input changes and minimizing these
transient deviations to ensure reliable operation in their specific applications.

6. Stability issues:
Stability issues in DC-DC converters refer to concerns regarding the converter’s ability
to maintain a consistent and controlled output voltage or current under different
operational conditions. These issues are essential for ensuring that the converter
operates reliably without undesirable oscillations or instability [24].
Several factors influence stability in DC-DC converters. The choice of control strategy
and the adjustment of control loop parameters significantly impacts stability, different
DC-DC converter designs may exhibit varying levels of stability, rapid changes in
the input voltage can challenge the converter’s ability to maintain a stable output,
sudden variations in the connected load can affect the converter’s capacity to sustain
a stable output, and component tolerances and properties, such as capacitance and
inductance values, can also influence stability.
Proper design considerations, including selecting suitable components, minimizing
parasitic elements, and optimizing the control loop, are critical for ensuring stability.
Furthermore, experimental validation through real-world testing is essential to con-
firm stability under practical conditions, including varying loads and input voltages.
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Engineers may employ control and compensation techniques, such as PID control or
lead–lag compensation, to enhance stability.
Ultimately, the effective management of stability issues in DC-DC converters is cru-
cial for guaranteeing their reliable and predictable performance across a range of
applications.

In addressing such technological issues, engineers and researchers employ model-
ing and simulation techniques to analyze DC-DC converter performance. Factors such
as switching topology selection, control strategy design, component choice, and layout
optimization may be considered to enhance converter performance while satisfying spe-
cific application requirements. Furthermore, advancements in semiconductor technology
and power electronics have led to the development of more efficient and reliable DC-DC
converter designs in recent years.

As a theoretic control paper concerned with the development of a closed-loop control
strategy, the present document does not consider such technical concerns any further.

4. Review of Control Design by Averaging on Lie Groups

The fundamental observation behind the solution proposed in [5] is related to the
action of a Lie group on a smooth manifold. In the present case of interest, it boils down
to the fact that every solution of the system (7) may be written as xptq “ Φptqxp0q, where
Φ represents a matrix-valued function that takes values in the special orthogonal group
SOp3q of three-dimensional rotations and obeys the differential equation 9Φ “ pA` BuqΦ
with initial condition Φp0q “ I and t P r0, tfs.

A first design choice is that the input signal u is taken as a concatenation of pulse trains.
Each pulse switches between 0, in which it stays for p1´ µqT secs, and 1, in which it stays
for µT secs, where µ denotes the duty cycle and T the duration of each pulse (expressed in
seconds). Each pulse train in the chain consists of a number of pulses, denoted as q. The
design effort then consists in determining the total duration q of each train and the duty
cycle µ for each train. Each pulse train consists possibly of a different number of pulses,
which, upon adjusting their duration, may even be fractional.

Since a pulse train is a fast-oscillating periodic signal, it is assumed that the net effect of
a pulse train is equivalent to that of its average. In other words, the effect of a fast-switching
signal is assumed to be equivalent to that of its average u P r0, 1s. Under this assumption,
it is possible to determine an approximate solution to the equation 9Φ “ pA` BuqΦ.

The next design choice is to fix the final time tf and to subdivide the interval r0, tfs into
a number of sub-intervals, to which correspond some pre-specified points of the trajectory,
which will then be followed by the system. By using the approximate solution to the
equation 9Φ “ pA` BuqΦ within each sub-interval, it is therefore possible to make sure that
the designed control u steers the system from the given initial state to the given final state
along a pre-fixed trajectory.

Such a control design possesses a number of advantages, which may be summarized
as follows:

• The conversion time tf is pre-fixed and hence known in advance, which facilitates the
integration of a converter into a more complex circuit.

• The trajectory over the state space may be optimized to fulfill further design con-
straints, such as keeping almost constant the current flowing through the inductor.

• Once the design of a converter is completed, its functioning is ensured by a solid
theoretical background.

The method proposed in [5] clearly suffers from some drawbacks, which may be
summarized as follows:

• The design is based on a number of arbitrary choices, such as the trajectory design.
• The actual computation of the pairs pµ, qq for each pulse train involves a non-linear

optimization process that requires intensive computation (based on quaternions).
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• The more accurate the averaging formulas required, the more complicated their
implementation and usage.

• As an open-loop control algorithm was designed, it possesses no resiliency against
parameter mismatch and modeling mismatch.

In the following, we shall propose a simpler, closed-loop control strategy that will be
compared to the one devised by Leonard and Krishnaprasad.

5. Closed-Loop Control by a Criterion Function Optimization

Although buck, boost, buck–boost, and Ćuk converters were briefly revised, the
present paper focuses on the buck–boost concept. As a matter of fact, Ćuk converters are
of higher order compared to the other concepts [25], so a straightforward extension of the
proposed method to control Ćuk converters would not be realistic.

In contrast to analog-type control based on high-frequency pulse-width modulation
(PWM) actuation [12], in the present paper, digital control is envisaged. In fact, an as-
sumption we make on the converter circuitry is that, once the switch has commuted from
position 0 to 1 or from position 1 to 0, it cannot commute again before a given latency time,
hereafter denoted as h ą 0. Such an assumption implies that the signal uptq is piecewise
constant to either 0 or 1 able to change its value at most once every h seconds. Typically the
value of h is far less than the unity (namely, h ! 1).

An important consequence of the above assumption is that we may associate with
the continuous-time signal uptq a discrete-time sequence un defined as un :“ upnhq, where
n “ 0, 1, 2, . . . , N denotes a discrete-time index. In addition, since the input is piecewise
constant, the state vector takes, within each interval rnh, pn` 1qhs, a predictable value.
In fact, within any such interval, the system (7) is of the type 9x “ Fx; hence, defining a
discrete-time state vector sequence xn :“ xpnhq, its solution reads xn`1 “ expphFqxn [26],
where F is either A or A ` B and ‘exp’ denotes matrix exponential. In other terms, it
holds that

xn`1 “

#

expphAqxn if un “ 0,
expphpA` Bqqxn if un “ 1,

(10)

where expp¨q denotes the matrix exponential. Since the state transition matrix is either
expphAq or expphpA` Bqq, it is appropriate to define

Rh
A :“ expphAq and Rh

AB :“ expphpA` Bqq, (11)

so that the state transition iteration (10) recasts as

xn`1 “

#

Rh
A xn if un “ 0,

Rh
AB xn if un “ 1.

(12)

Notice that both Rh
A, Rh

AB belong to the special orthogonal group SOp3q of three-
dimensional rotations, and hence the state transition xn Ñ xn`1 represents a three-
dimensional rotation that keeps unchanged the norm of each state vector instance. In
fact, denoting by Rn P tRh

A, Rh
ABu the nth transition matrix, the state transition from x0 to

xN is due to a sequence of pure rotations, namely

xN “ RN RN´1 RN´2 . . . R2 R1 R0 x0, (13)

where N :“ ttf{hu denotes the duration of the conversion cycle in terms of the number of
discrete steps.

In order to design a control sequence un that drives the state of the converter from x0
to the desired state, which we shall denote as xf, we shall make use of a method sometimes
referred to as ‘criterion function guidance’, as explained, for example, in [27], based on
the second method of Lyapunov. Such a control method is based on the definition of a
criterion function E as a weighted distance between the current state and the desired state,
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and in the development of an input control sequence that minimizes iteratively such a
criterion function.

In the present work, we shall select as a criterion the function

Epxq :“ 1
2 px´ xfq

JPpx´ xfq, (14)

where P denotes a symmetric, semi-positive definite 3ˆ 3 matrix. The quadratic criterion
function E is defined as a squared weighted distance between the state and the desired
state and has a measurement unit of V2. The time-derivative qupxq :“ dE

dt of such a criterion
function reads

qupxq “ px´ xfq
JP 9x

“ px´ xfq
JPAx` u px´ xfq

JPBx.
(15)

The rate of decrease depends on the input u and the two possible decrease rates at
state x read

#

q0pxq “ px´ xfq
JPAx,

q1pxq “ px´ xfq
JPpA` Bqx.

(16)

On the basis of such decrease rates, we may define the first instance of the control
strategy as

(S1) if mintq0, q1u ă 0, then set u “ 0 if q0 ď q1 or set u “ 1 if q1 ă q0.

Since it might happen that none of the control rates are negative, it is necessary to
devise a second control strategy to apply in such event. We observe that during the first
pulse, the switch must be in the position u “ 0 to ensure that the inductor starts charging;
during the conversion cycle, when there may be no energy transfer from the inductor to
the storage capacitor, it is sensible to let the inductor charge by setting u “ 0. Likewise, at
the end of the conversion cycle, the switch must get back to the position u “ 0 to ensure
that the storage capacitor C2 will not discharge into the inductor after having been charged
to the fullest. On the basis of such reasoning, the second control strategy was devised as

(S2) if mintq0, q1u ě 0, then set u “ 0.

The whole adopted control strategy is summarized in Figure 2.

Compute
q0 and q1

q0 ă 0 or
q1 ă 0 ?Set u “ 0

q0 ď q1 ? Set u “ 1

No Yes

NoYes

Figure 2. Flowchart detailing the devised control strategy S1 + S2 to transfer the whole energy
content of the source capacitor C1 to the target energy storage C2.
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We shall now assume the weighting matrix P to be diagonal, namely that

P “

¨

˝

p1 0 0
0 p2 0
0 0 p3

˛

‚, (17)

with p1, p2, p3 ě 0. Under this assumption, we were able to estimate the time t˚ at which
the very first commutation takes place.

Theorem 2 (First commutation time). Define the unitless ratio ρ :“ p2ω2
pp1´p3qω1

. Under the
assumptions that p3 ă p1, hω1 ă π, and ρ ă 1, the exact time t˚ at which the first commutation
0 Ñ 1 of the control switch happens is given by

ω1t‹ “ cos´1pρq. (18)

In addition, the state x‹ reached at the first commutation reads x‹ “
?

2E0
`

ρ 0 ´
a

1´ ρ2
˘J.

Proof. At the very beginning of the control cycle, it holds that
#

q0px0q “ px0 ´ xfq
JPAx0,

q1px0q “ px0 ´ xfq
JPpA` Bqx0.

(19)

Calculations reveal that

PAx0 “ pA` Bqx0 “ 0, (20)

which implies that q0px0q “ q1px0q “ 0. Therefore, the first switch state is determined by
strategy S2.

The first commutation 0 Ñ 1 of the input control u will happen at a time t‹ ą 0. We
further notice that after the first pulse, the control variables take the values

#

q0pxphqq “ pRh
A x0 ´ xfq

JPARh
A x0 “ ´pp1 ´ p3qω1 cosphω1q sinphω1q

?
2E0,

q1pxphqq “ pRh
A x0 ´ xfq

JPpA` BqRh
A x0 “ ´p2ω2 sinphω1q

?
2E0.

(21)

Hence, as long as p3 ă p1 and hω1 ă π, it holds that q0pxphqq ă 0 and q1pxphqq ă 0. Hence,
within the first pulse, the criterion function decreases (i.e., the converter state gets closer to
the desired state), and hence t‹ ą h.

The first commutation happens when the value of the function q0 meets the value of
the function q1; hence, according to the devised strategy S1, the control input switches to 1.
Such a condition corresponds to

0 “ q1peAt‹

x0q ´ q0peAt‹

x0q

“ peAt‹

x0 ´ xfq
JPBeAt‹

x0

“ rpp1 ´ p3qω1 cospω1t‹q ´ p2ω2qs sinpω1t‹q
a

2E0.

(22)

The result (18) follows. The state x‹ may be obtained by direct substitution of the
value of t‹ in the expression exppAt‹qx0.

Notice that before the first commutation happens, the energy content of the capacitor
C2 is still null; hence, the first pulse train serves to load the magnetic field of the inductor.
In addition, the commutation time t‹ does not depend on the energy content E0.

It is instructive to observe that the ratio ρ depends on the non-zero entries of the weight-
ing matrix P and on the ratio between the two capacitive elements, in fact ω2{ω1 “

a

C1{C2.
In addition, it is worth observing that the weights p1 and p3 do not contribute independently
of each other but only through their difference p1 ´ p3. For this reason, in the following,
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we shall always take p3 “ 0, which corresponds to leaving completely unconstrained the
evolution of the current flowing through the inductor.

The advantages and drawbacks of the developed method in comparison to an open-
loop method, recalled in Section 4, are summarized in Table 1 for the convenience of
the reader.

Table 1. Advantages and drawbacks of the proposed control strategy compared to the LK one.

Control Strategy Advantages Drawbacks

Leonard–Krishnaprasad
Lie-group-averaging-based
control strategy

Completes a conversion cycle in a
pre-fixed time interval; specifies the
trajectory in state space in advance
(which may be optimized beforehand).

Assumes nominal values for the
components; requires off-line
computations to establish a control input
sequence; requires re-calculation
whenever changes in the
conditions occur.

Proposed closed-loop feedback-type
criterion-based control strategy

Deals with parameter mismatch as well
as input/output voltage mismatch;
requires no off-line computations to run;
runs at lower switching frequency.

Does not guarantee a fixed conversion
cycle duration; does not embody any
limit on the intensity of the current
flowing through the inductor.

6. Numerical Experiments and Comparison

In order to exemplify the behavior of the devised control algorithm and to compare its
performances to those exhibited by the original LK algorithm, we shall present two series
of experiments. The first series was performed under ideal conditions, while the second
series was performed under pre-set value mismatch.

6.1. Comparisons under Nominal Conditions

In order to exemplify the performances of the devised control strategy, we shall repeat
the numerical experiments conducted in [5] in order to be able to perform a comparison.
The normalized values for the electrical components are C1 “ 0.1 Farad, C2 “ 0.2 Farad,
L3 “ 0.5 Henry. In addition, we set tf “ 1 second and E0 “

1
2 joule. We shall mention,

in our own interpretation of the choice of the authors of [5], that the considered circuit is
‘normalized’, namely the values of the capacitances and of the inductance are normalized
by a factor several orders of magnitude less than the unit, since all that matters is ultimately
the ratio C1{C2.

In order to run the control algorithm, we set the pulse duration to h “ 0.01 s and the
weights to be p1 “ 2, p2 “ 1. With these values, we have ρ « 0.3536 and t‹ « 0.2704 s.

The results obtained by the iteration (12) are displayed graphically in Figure 3.
The top panel of Figure 3 shows the sequence of pulse trains computed by the control

algorithm of Figure 2. The control strategy resulting from the application of the devised
algorithm is very clear. After a first long phase from t “ 0 to t “ t‹, in which the inductor
loads its magnetic field of electrical energy, the inductor drains energy from the capacitor
C1 for short time intervals and subsequently cedes part of its energy to the capacitor
C2, and this process repeats. The bottom panel of Figure 3 shows the evolution, over
time, of the three state variables. In this panel, the vertical dashed line denotes the first
commutation time t‹, while the horizontal dashed line denotes the value of the ratio ρ that
the variable x1 meets in correspondence of the first commutation time. The reached state
at the end of the full conversion cycle was found to be x100 “ p0.0056 ´ 0.9998 0.0176qJ,
namely, the desired state xf is reached with overall precision Ophq. In fact, it is found that
a

px100 ´ xfq
JPpx100 ´ xfq “

a

2Epx100q « 0.0068 J
1
2 , which denotes an overall measure of

conversion precision. (Here, J stands for joule.)
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Figure 3. Result of application of the devised control algorithm to the experimental setting of paper [5]
with h “ 0.01 s: pulse trains and state variable values.

Figure 4 illustrates the values taken by the criterion function and by the control
variables during the control cycle.

Figure 4. Result of application of the devised control algorithm to the experimental setting of paper [5]
with h “ 0.01 s: control variables used by the devised algorithm.

The top panel shows the values of the criterion function E and of its derivative 9E
during the control cycle. As expected, the criterion function E decreases monotonically to
zero. The bottom panel shows the values of the control variables q0 and q1, whose course
meets the theoretical analysis.

In general, with the stated values for the electrical components of the converter, it
is possible to predict the time t‹ of the first 0 Ñ 1 commutation as a function of the ratio
p2{p1. This dependence is shown in Figure 5, where the open circle corresponds to the ratio
p2{p1 “ 1{2 chosen for this experiment. The graphical result shows that it is possible to
control the first commutation time fairly easily, if desired, by selecting the ratio p2{p1.

By increasing the value of the latency time h, the precision of the conversion deterio-
rates, albeit not dramatically. Figure 6 illustrates the state trajectory of the converter when
h “ 0.02 s.
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Figure 5. Dependence of the time t‹ of the first 0 Ñ 1 commutation as a function of the ratio p2{p1.

Figure 6. Result of application of the devised control algorithm to the experimental setting of paper [5]
with h “ 0.02 s.

In this experiment, the reached state is x50 “ p0.0187 ´ 0.9986 0.0503qJ, corresponding
to an overall conversion precision of

a

2Epx50q « 0.0201 J
1
2 .

Given the linearity of the system (7) in the state variables, the result of conversion is
independent of the initial condition. By this we mean that an initial state p

?
2E0 0 0qJ will

result in a final state close to p0 ´
?

2E0 0qJ, for every E0 ą 0. The performance of the
algorithm instead depends noticeably on the value of the constant h. For example, for a value
h “ 10´4 s, the precision of conversion turns out to be approximately 5.2019ˆ 10´5 J

1
2 .

Figure 7 illustrates the state trajectory and the switching sequence of the Leonard–
Krishnaprasad method contrasted to the proposed control method. The state trajectories
corresponding to the two methods differ substantially, especially the inductor current
intensity. The overall evolution reveals comparable conversion performances obtained by a
substantially different switching rate.
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Figure 7. Comparison of the performances of the Leonard–Krishnaprasad (LK) and of the proposed
methods on the experimental setting of paper [5] with h “ 0.005 s.

As a further element of comparison, the number of 0 Ñ 1 and 1 Ñ 0 switchings were
evaluated for both algorithms. These numbers, divided by the duration tf of the conversion
cycle, give the switching rate corresponding to the compared control algorithms. The LK
method results in a switching rate of 117 Hz, in contrast to the proposed method, which
entails a switching rate of 48 Hz. Such rates appear to be in good accordance with the
results displayed in the bottom panels of Figure 7. We shall note that, as the values of
the parameters are not realistic, the values of the switching rates are not realistic either;
however, they serve for comparison purposes.

6.2. Comparison under Nominal Value Mismatch

In real-world settings, the values of the parameters of the electrical circuit in Figure 1
may not coincide with the nominal ones. In such an event, a closed-loop, feedback-driven
algorithm is supposed to overperform a pre-set algorithm. The following numerical experi-
ments aim to quantify the effects of parameter mismatch on the conversion performance
and, ultimately, to assess the resilience of the considered control algorithms against param-
eter mismatch. The ideal values set in the tests were C1 “ 0.1 F, C2 “ 0.2 F, and L3 “ 0.5 H;
therefore, V2ptfq « ˘0.7071V1p0q.

6.2.1. Mismatch in the Initial Source Voltage V1p0q

The aim of the present set of experiments is to assess the entity of variation of the
output voltage resulting from the variation of the source voltage. The results of three
independent experiments are shown in Table 2. The percentage change in the output
voltage as obtained by running both algorithms is less than 1% of its expected value, while
being practically negligible for the proposed algorithm.

In addition, the adaptivity of the proposed algorithm allows us to attain conversion
with fewer commutations of the switch (figures are omitted for brevity).
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Table 2. Comparison of conversion results obtained by allowing a variation of the initial source
voltage V1p0q.

Test Number Initial Values

Obtained Results

LK Algorithm Proposed Algorithm

Final Values Deviation of
Voltage V2

Final Values Deviation of
Voltage V2

First test
V1p0q = 2 V V1p1q = `0.0229 V

´0.6%
V1p1q = ´0.0001 V

~0.00%V2p0q = 0 V V2p1q = ´1.4055 V V2p1q = ´1.4142 V
I3p0q = 0 A I3p1q = `0.1030 A I3p1q = `0.0062 A

Second test
V1p0q = 5 V V1p1q = `0.0573 V

´0.6%
V1p1q = ´0.0003 V

~0.00%V2p0q = 0 V V2p1q = ´3.5138 V V2p1q = ´3.5354 V
I3p0q = 0 A I3p1q = `0.2575 A I3p1q = `0.0155 A

Third test
V1p0q = 7 V V1p1q = `0.0802 V

´0.6%
V1p1q = ´0.0005 V

~0.00%V2p0q = 0 V V2p1q = ´4.9193 V V2p1q = ´4.9496 V
I3p0q = 0 A I3p1q = `0.3604 A I3p1q = `0.0217 A

6.2.2. Mismatch in the Initial Output Voltage V2p0q

In the present series of tests, the change in the V2 output voltage, resulting from a
non-zero initial voltage V2p0q, is analyzed. Such tests aim at reproducing the presence of
a residual voltage on the C2 capacitor at the beginning of a conversion cycle. From the
results of Table 3, it emerges that the percentage change of V2p1q pertaining to the proposed
algorithm is lower.

Table 3. Comparison of conversion results obtained by allowing a variation of the initial output
voltage V2p0q.

Test Number Initial Values

Obtained Results

LK Algorithm Proposed Algorithm

Final Values Deviation of
Voltage V2

Final Values Deviation of
Voltage V2

First test
V1p0q = 1 V V1p1q = ´0.4171 V

6.36%
V1p1q = ´0.4139 V

1.87%V2p0q = 0.5 V V2p1q = ´0.7521 V V2p1q = ´0.7203 V
I3p0q = 0 A I3p1q = ´0.1982 A I3p1q = ´0.2413 A

Second test
V1p0q = 1 V V1p1q = ´0.8457 V

13.33%
V1p1q = ´0.9751 V

2.18%V2p0q = 1 V V2p1q = ´0.8014 V V2p1q = ´0.7225 V
I3p0q = 0 A I3p1q = ´0.4480 A I3p1q = ´0.4484 A

6.2.3. Mismatch in the Initial Current I3p0q

The aim of the present series of simulations is to quantify the variation of the final
output voltage caused by variations of the initial inductor current I3p0q. The purpose
of these experiments is to analyze the performance of both algorithms in the event of a
residual current in the L3 inductor at the beginning of a conversion cycle.

From the results of Table 4, it emerges how the percentage variation of the output
voltage V2p1q is lower when the proposed control algorithm is applied.

6.2.4. Large Mismatch in the Capacitance Values C1 and C2

The resilience of the analyzed control algorithms was assessed by recording the
variation of the output voltage of the DC-DC converter resulting from large variations of
the C1 and C2 values (far larger than commercial tolerance values). The purpose of this test
is to analyze the performance of both algorithms in the event of a mistake in the choice of a
single capacitor.
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Table 4. Comparison of conversion results obtained by allowing a variation of the initial inductor
current I3p0q.

Test Number Initial Values

Obtained Results

LK Algorithm Proposed Algorithm

Final Values Deviation of
Voltage V2

Final Values Deviation of
Voltage V2

First test
V1p0q = 1 V V1p1q = ´0.5453 V

3.45%
V1p1q = ´0.4881 V

1.95%V2p0q = 0 V V2p1q = ´0.7315 V V2p1q = ´0.7209 V
I3p0q = 0.3 A I3p1q = ´0.1982 A I3p1q = ´0.1856 A

Second test
V1p0q = 1 V V1p1q = ´0.9012 V

7.06%
V1p1q = ´0.9062 V

3.11%V2p0q = 0 V V2p1q = ´0.7570 V V2p1q = ´0.7291 V
I3p0q = 0.5 A I3p1q = ´0.2502 A I3p1q = ´0.4484 A

Third test
V1p0q = 1 V V1p1q = ´0.5224 V

´4.68%
V1p1q = ´0.5693 V

1.94%V2p0q = 0 V V2p1q = ´0.6740 V V2p1q = ´0.7208 V
I3p0q = ´0.3 A I3p1q = `0.2325 A I3p1q = ´0.1318 A

From the results displayed in Table 5, it appears that the effect of an incorrect choice in
the capacitance value, when large, heavily affects the performance of the algorithms that
control the DC-DC circuitry. Even in this case, however, the proposed algorithm shows a
better resilience. In particular, the resilience against a large variation in the capacitance of
the source capacitor C1 is notable.

Table 5. Comparison of conversion results obtained by allowing a large variation of the capacitance of
the capacitors C1 and C2. In these simulation experiments, V1p0q “ 1 V, V2p0q “ 0 V, and I3p0q “ 0 A.

Test Number Components Values

Obtained Results

LK Algorithm Proposed Algorithm

Final Values Deviation of
Voltage V2

Final Values Deviation of
Voltage V2

First test
C1 = 0.1 F V1p1q = `0.0908 V

´34.11%
V1p1q = `0.0453 V

´29.89%C2 = 0.4 F (`100%) V2p1q = ´0.4659 V V2p1q = ´0.4957 V
L3 = 0.5 H I3p1q = ´0.1577 A I3p1q = ´0.0551 A

Second test
C1 = 0.2 F (`100%) V1p1q = `0.4312 V

27.65%
V1p1q = ´0.4989 V

0.20%C2 = 0.2 F V2p1q = ´0.9026 V V2p1q = ´0.7085 V
L3 = 0.5 H I3p1q = ´0.0051 A I3p1q = ´0.3156 A

6.2.5. Large Mismatch in the Values of the Inductance L3

The aim of these further simulations is to assess the variation of the output voltage at
the end of a conversion cycle resulting from a mismatch in the value of the inductance.

From the results of Table 6, it is clear that the percentage variation of the voltage V2p1q
is lower with the proposed algorithm in all considered cases. The proposed closed-loop
algorithm proved henceforth to be more resilient than the pre-fixed LK algorithm.

6.2.6. Five Percent Tolerance in the Values of the Parameters of the Discrete Components

A five percent tolerance in the values of the parameters C1, C2, and L3 may be expected
in yield components, which would result in a degradation of conversion performances.

From the results of Table 7, it emerges that in response to a small mismatch of single
components, the proposed algorithm works better in terms overall results compared to the
LK one.
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Table 6. Comparison of conversion results obtained by allowing a large variation of the inductance
L3 of the inductor. In these simulation experiments, V1p0q “ 1 V, V2p0q “ 0 V, and I3p0q “ 0 A.

Test Number Components Values

Obtained Results

LK Algorithm Proposed Algorithm

Final Values Deviation of
Voltage V2

Final Values Deviation of
Voltage V2

First test
C1 = 0.1 F V1p1q = `0.6298 V

´174.41%
V1p1q = `0.0106 V

´0.01%C2 = 0.2 F V2p1q = `0.5262 V V2p1q = ´0.7070 V
L3 = 0.1 H (´80%) I3p1q = `0.2339 A I3p1q = ´0.0149 A

Second test
C1 = 0.1 F V1p1q = ´0.2614 V

´7.99%
V1p1q = ´0.0003 V

´2.55%C2 = 0.2 F V2p1q = ´0.6506 V V2p1q = ´0.6891 V
L3 = 0.8 H (`60%) I3p1q = ´0.1036 A I3p1q = ´0.0792 A

Third test
C1 = 0.1 F V1p1q = `0.3737 V

´16.93%
V1p1q = ´0.0179 V

´10.30%C2 = 0.2 F V2p1q = ´0.5874 V V2p1q = ´0.6343 V
L3 = 1 H (`100%) I3p1q = ´0.1307 A I3p1q = ´0.1397 A

Table 7. Comparison of conversion result degradation due to a mismatch in the values of the discrete
components of ˘5%. In these simulation experiments, V1p0q “ 1 V, V2p0q “ 0 V, and I3p0q “ 0 A.

Test Number Components Values

Obtained Results

LK Algorithm Proposed Algorithm

Final Values Deviation of
Voltage V2

Final Values Deviation of
Voltage V2

First test
C1 = 0.105 F (`5%) V1p1q = `0.0457 V

1.90%
V1p1q = ´0.1643 V

0.10%C2 = 0.2 F V2p1q = ´0.7205 V V2p1q = ´0.7078 V
L3 = 0.5 H I3p1q = `0.0466 A I3p1q = ´0.0628 A

Second test
C1 = 0.095 F (´5%) V1p1q = ´0.0251 V

´3.34%
V1p1q = `0.0034 V

´2.53%C2 = 0.2 F V2p1q = ´0.6835 V V2p1q = ´0.6892 V
L3 = 0.5 H I3p1q = `0.0567 A I3p1q = ´0.0018 A

Third test
C1 = 0.1 F V1p1q = `0.0020 V

´2.65%
V1p1q = ´0.0163 V

´2.45%C2 = 0.210 F (`5%) V2p1q = ´0.6884 V V2p1q = ´0.6898 V
L3 = 0.5 H I3p1q = `0.0343 A I3p1q = `0.0108 A

Fourth test
C1 = 0.1 F V1p1q = `0.0218 V

1.37%
V1p1q = ´0.1753 V

0.28%C2 = 0.190 F (´5%) V2p1q = ´0.7168 V V2p1q = ´0.7091 V
L3 = 0.5 H I3p1q = `0.0699 A I3p1q = `0.0525 A

Fifth test
C1 = 0.1 F V1p1q = `0.0366 V

´0.21%
V1p1q = `0.0088 V

´0.04%C2 = 0.2 F V2p1q = ´0.7056 V V2p1q = ´0.7068 V
L3 = 0.525 H (`5%) I3p1q = `0.0277 A I3p1q = `0.0123 A

Sixth test
C1 = 0.1 F V1p1q = ´0.0143 V

´1.42%
V1p1q = `0.0057 V

´0.01%C2 = 0.2 F V2p1q = ´0.6970 V V2p1q = ´0.7070 V
L3 = 0.475 H (´5%) I3p1q = `0.0786 A I3p1q = `0.0063 A

6.2.7. Ten Percent Tolerance in the Values of the Parameters of the Discrete Components

Further to the previous section, a larger tolerance of ten percent in the values of the
parameters of the discrete components, in line with commercial standards, may be taken as
a basis for comparison of conversion performances.

The obtained results are displayed in Table 8, from which it emerges how in response
to a higher mismatch of single components, the percentage variation of the final output
voltage V2p1q stays proportional to the results obtained in Table 7. Again, it is clear how the
proposed algorithm provides better results compared to the LK algorithm.
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Table 8. Comparison of conversion result degradation due to a mismatch in the values of the discrete
components of ˘10%. In these simulation experiments, V1p0q “ 1 V, V2p0q “ 0 V, and I3p0q “ 0 A.

Test Number Components Values

Obtained Results

LK Algorithm Proposed Algorithm

Final Values Deviation of
Voltage V2

Final Values Deviation of
Voltage V2

First test
C1 = 0.11 F (`10%) V1p1q = `0.0778 V

4.20%
V1p1q = ´0.2178 V

0.83%C2 = 0.2 F V2p1q = ´0.7368 V V2p1q = ´0.7130 V
L3 = 0.5 H I3p1q = `0.0421 A I3p1q = ´0.0789 A

Second test
C1 = 0.09 F (´10%) V1p1q = ´0.0640 V

´6.31%
V1p1q = `0.0093 V

´5.13%C2 = 0.2 F V2p1q = ´0.6625 V V2p1q = ´0.6708 V
L3 = 0.5 H I3p1q = `0.0624 A I3p1q = ´0.0006 A

Third test
C1 = 0.1 F V1p1q = `0.0066 V

´4.68%
V1p1q = `0.0163 V

´4.68%C2 = 0.22 F (`10%) V2p1q = ´0.6740 V V2p1q = ´0.6740 V
L3 = 0.5 H I3p1q = ´0.0182 A I3p1q = `0.0074 A

Fourth test
C1 = 0.1 F V1p1q = `0.0333 V

3.28%
V1p1q = ´0.2792 V

0.44%C2 = 0.18 F (´10%) V2p1q = ´0.7303 V V2p1q = ´0.7102 V
L3 = 0.5 H I3p1q = `0.0895 A I3p1q = ´0.0533 A

Fifth test
C1 = 0.1 F V1p1q = `0.0610 V

´0.14%
V1p1q = `0.0079 V

´0.03%C2 = 0.2 F V2p1q = ´0.7061 V V2p1q = ´0.7069 V
L3 = 0.55 H (`10%) I3p1q = ´0.0068 A I3p1q = `0.0089 A

Sixth test
C1 = 0.1 F V1p1q = `0.0404 V

´2.76%
V1p1q = `0.0141 V

´0.03%C2 = 0.2 F V2p1q = ´0.6876 V V2p1q = ´0.7069 V
L3 = 0.45 H (´10%) I3p1q = ´0.1096 A I3p1q = `0.0098 A

6.2.8. Combined Ten Percent Variation of the Values of the Parameters C1 and C2

In contrast to the case when just one of the components is subject to a mismatch in its
nominal value, conversion performances are evaluated when the values of both capacitors
are subjected to mismatch at the same time.

The results obtained by running both algorithms are displayed in Table 9, from which
it is clear how the proposed algorithm yields better results than the LK one. When, in
particular, the capacitance mismatch exhibits opposite signs (`10%/´10% or´10%/`10%),
both algorithms decrease in performance. This is due to the fact that the final output value
is strictly correlated to the capacitor ratio, based on Formula (5).

Table 9. Combined ten percent variation of the values of the parameters C1 and C2. In these simulation
experiments, V1p0q “ 1 V, V2p0q “ 0 V, and I3p0q “ 0 A.

Test Number Components Values

Obtained Results

LK Algorithm Proposed Algorithm

Final Values Deviation of
Voltage V2

Final Values Deviation of
Voltage V2

First test
C1 = 0.11 F (`10%) V1p1q = `0.0778 V

4.20%
V1p1q = ´0.2178 V

0.83%C2 = 0.2 F V2p1q = ´0.7368 V V2p1q = ´0.7130 V
L3 = 0.5 H I3p1q = `0.0421 A I3p1q = ´0.0789 A

First test
C1 = 0.11 F (`10%) V1p1q = `0.0610 V

´0.14%
V1p1q = `0.0079 V

´0.03%C2 = 0.22 F (`10%) V2p1q = ´0.7061 V V2p1q = ´0.7069 V
L3 = 0.5 H I3p1q = `0.0075 A I3p1q = ´0.0098 A

Second test
C1 = 0.11 F (`10%) V1p1q = `0.0981 V

8.39%
V1p1q = ´0.3667 V

1.47%C2 = 0.18 F (´10%) V2p1q = ´0.7664 V V2p1q = ´0.7175 V
L3 = 0.5 H I3p1q = ´0.0817 A I3p1q = ´0.0714 A
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Table 9. Cont.

Test Number Components Values

Obtained Results

LK Algorithm Proposed Algorithm

Final Values Deviation of
Voltage V2

Final Values Deviation of
Voltage V2

Third test
C1 = 0.09 F (´10%) V1p1q = ´0.0836 V

´10.04%
V1p1q = `0.0232 V

´9.57%C2 = 0.22 F (`10%) V2p1q = ´0.6361 V V2p1q = ´0.6394 V
L3 = 0.5 H I3p1q = `0.0307 A I3p1q = ´0.0044 A

Fourth test
C1 = 0.09 F (´10%) V1p1q = ´0.0404 V

´2.76%
V1p1q = `0.0141 V

´0.03%C2 = 0.18 F (´10%) V2p1q = ´0.6876 V V2p1q = ´0.7069 V
L3 = 0.5 H I3p1q = `0.0986 A I3p1q = `0.0088 A

6.2.9. Combined Ten Percent Component Variation

The last series of simulated tests aim at assessing the resilience of the control algorithms
when all discrete components are subjected to a ten percent change with respect to their
nominal values. The obtained results are displayed Table 10.

Table 10. Combined ten percent variation of the values of all components. In these simulation
experiments, V1p0q “ 1 V, V2p0q “ 0 V, and I3p0q “ 0 A.

Test Number Components Values

Obtained Results

LK Algorithm Proposed Algorithm

Final Values Deviation of
Voltage V2

Final Values Deviation of
Voltage V2

First test
C1 = 0.11 F (`10%) V1p1q = `0.1435 V

9.15%
V1p1q = ´0.3522 V

0.45%C2 = 0.18 F (´10%) V2p1q = ´0.7718 V V2p1q = ´0.7103 V
L3 = 0.55 H (`10%) I3p1q = `0.0337 A I3p1q = ´0.1003 A

Second test
C1 = 0.11 F (`10%) V1p1q = `0.0503 V

5.71%
V1p1q = `0.3987 V

1.15%C2 = 0.18 F (´10%) V2p1q = ´0.7475 V V2p1q = ´0.7152 V
L3 = 0.45 H (´10%) I3p1q = `0.1436 A I3p1q = ´0.0308 A

Third test
C1 = 0.09 F (´10%) V1p1q = `0.0064 V

´0.74%
V1p1q = `0.0069 V

´0.01%C2 = 0.18 F (´10%) V2p1q = ´0.7019 V V2p1q = ´0.7070 V
L3 = 0.55 H (`10%) I3p1q = `0.0510 A I3p1q = `0.0047 A

Fourth test
C1 = 0.09 F (´10%) V1p1q = ´0.0877 V

´6.87%
V1p1q = `0.0031 V

~0.00%C2 = 0.18 F (´10%) V2p1q = ´0.6585 V V2p1q = ´0.7071 V
L3 = 0.45 H (´10%) I3p1q = `0.1591 A I3p1q = ´0.0031 A

Fifth test
C1 = 0.09 F (´10%) V1p1q = ´0.0306 V

´9.57%
V1p1q = `0.0122 V

´9.55%C2 = 0.22 F (`10%) V2p1q = ´0.6394 V V2p1q = ´0.6396 V
L3 = 0.55 H (`10%) I3p1q = ´0.0114 A I3p1q = `0.0000 A

Sixth test
C1 = 0.09 F (´10%) V1p1q = ´0.1386 V

´12.04%
V1p1q = `0.0207 V

´9.56%C2 = 0.22 F (`10%) V2p1q = ´0.6219 V V2p1q = ´0.6395 V
L3 = 0.45 H (´10%) I3p1q = `0.0857 A I3p1q = `0.0018 A

From the obtained results it appears that the proposed algorithm shows better perfor-
mance than the LK algorithm.

7. Conclusions and Devised Extensions

The purpose of the illustrated research was to propose a novel control strategy for
a prototypical DC-DC electrical converter on the basis of an early work by Leonard and
Krishnaprasad, where a DC-DC converter was modeled as a state space dynamical system
and controlled by an open-loop strategy based on Lie group theory.
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In the present research endeavor, we have introduced a closed-loop control strategy
based on two criteria, namely maximum convergence rate and minimal energy exchange.
A theoretical study of the time where the first commutation 0 Ñ 1 of the switch happens
was conducted. A series of numerical simulations were shown and examined to illustrate
the devised control algorithm. The novel method was compared to the original one by
Leonard and Krishnaprasad numerically.

We shall underline that the intention of the paper was mostly a theoretical speculation,
without a direct connection to normal DC-DC converter operation, along the same lines as
the reference paper [5]. In fact, an operation mode of a DC-DC converter does not imply
that an input capacitor C1 is discharged into an output capacitor C2. In contrast, the design
and operation (and control) of a converter is based on a practically constant voltage V1,
while the voltage V2 exhibits a voltage ripple influenced by control and by the value of the
capacitor C2. Additionally, in the considered case study, no load is connected to the output
of the converter, whereas in practical applications, an electrical load is certainly present.

A possible extension of the devised method would be that of a single source to multiple
target storage unit (SS2MTU), namely to transfer the energy content of a source capacitor Cs
to a number of target capacitors Ci, with i “ 1, 2, . . . , N with different capacitive elements
so as to achieve different conversion ratios simultaneously.

A further extension, building on the SS2MSU system, would be a multiple DC source
to a multiple DC storage unit (MSU2MTU), possibly with different capacitance values, to
accommodate for a variety of concurring DC energy sources being converted to a multiple
storage unit with possibly different conversion ratios.
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